LFM NetView
Do more than just view and share laser
scan data.
The growing trend to upgrade existing plant, rather than build
new, has focused attention on engineering data capture in general.
However, to date, only limited use of laser scan data has been made
in the field of asset management.
One key issue for asset management is to have very rapid access
to data from anywhere in the world. An increasing trend to work
globally, combined with travel budget restrictions, poses a problem
that LFM NetView™ can resolve.
LFM NetView is a web-based application suitable for use in both
engineering and asset management. It is available either as a standalone application or as a web browser plug-in, enabling, free, secure
access to huge databases containing an unlimited number of scans.
LFM NetView allows users to do more than just view and share laser
scan data over the Internet. It is intuitive and requires no formal training,
while simultaneously offering more functionality than simple web-enabled
viewing packages.
LFM NetView always connects back to the master LFM Server™
dataset. This ensures resolution is maintained when accessed remotely.
Alternative Internet-based products involve the transfer of heavy laser
data, inevitably necessitating a loss of resolution.

Business Benefits
Productivity
The LFM NetView approach is
unique: for the first time,
end-users can remotely and
rapidly access huge databases
containing an unlimited number
of scans.
Access and security
Security is paramount and is
ensured by the use of password
protection and data encryption;
communications between LFM
Server™ and LFM Netview are
digitally signed, and configurable
security levels are provided.
Collaborative tools
Multiple users can review the
data at the same time, enabling
users in different offices to carry
out interactive, collaborative
project reviews, including joint
mark-up and measurement.
Minimise the number of site
visits required.

LFM NetView is driven by the true-to-life BubbleView™. Any area of the site can be viewed in a
high resolution BubbleView. Up to four BubbleViews can be loaded simultaneously.
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Key Features
BubbleView™ interface
A four-way split screen allows users to load
and display up to four BubbleViews, or three
BubbleViews and a 3D key plan, simultaneously.
An important aspect of this is that measurements
can now be made across the scan site and between
BubbleViews. The four-way split screen allows the
user to select a plant coordinate in one BubbleView,
then zoom in and locate it in other views.
Key Plan
LFM NetView provides an integrated, detailed, 3D
plan of the site showing the precise locations of each
of the scans and, from this, can select any scan or
multiple scan bubbles to be loaded on demand. Once
loaded, each scan is presented as a bubble through
which the user can fly.

A key plan allows users to get the exact location of each of the scans
that form the database.

Enhanced measurement tools
Extensive mark-up and measurements can
be made within the BubbleView. Constrained
measurements allow the user to have confidence
that a measurement read-out is a true account of the
orthogonal distance between two points.
Width measurements are also possible within the
BubbleView. Pipe diameters can be calculated
instantly (not available in stand-alone mode),
annotations can be made and grouped into userdefined categories.
Master-Slave mode
Master-Slave mode enables one user to have
unidirectional control over one or more remote users.
This allows parties in different locations to conduct
collaborative, real-time project reviews over the
Internet. This ability is unique to LFM NetView. It
includes joint mark-up and measurement facilities. It
is easy to hand control over between different users.

LFM NetView can load coloured BubbleViews.

Standalone mode
LFM NetView is also available in a stand-alone
mode. This enables it to operate without the Internet
in a file-based local or Intranet mode. The interface
has been further enhanced, in order to improve the
user experience.
Plug in to your web browser
Free access to huge scan databases for end-users
Hosting service available

Measurements can be made within the BubbleView and annotations
placed for other users to review.
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